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REFLECTIONS 

For many, "Labor Welcomes Nelson Mandela to Chicago" was like being a 
witness to history. Over the years; the struggle agianst apartheid has raised 
the conscience of the world. It was an honor for Illinois union to welcome 
Mand~la, to put another nail in the coffin of apartheid and to further the 
cause of freedom. 

,. 

Nelson Mandela is one of the most respected leaders of the 20th century, 
with one of the most difficult jobs imaginable: to negotiate an end to the 
scourge of apartheid. 

When Mandela and political prisoners were released from apartheid's jails, 
they did not retreat, nor bend, nor hate. They did exactly what they had set 
out to do generations ago: keep the pressure on ap,artheid. 

Mandela is a symbol of courage to the people of Squth Africa and the 
international community; an inspiring tower of determination and humility -
rare commodities in today's unstable world. 

This week as he turns 75 years old, Mandela maintains an old habit of telling 
things exactly as he sees them. He says·things some want to hear, and 
others do not want to heaL But people listen intently to every word he 
says; he always makes his audience think. 

Yet, as Mandela is quick to point out, he is only one of many who have paid 
a high price to end apartheid. He is only one of many in a collective 
movement to overthrow apartheid, and open the wealth of South Africa to 
all who live there. 

Mandala's organization, the African National Congress, was once banned not 
only in South Africa but also in many countries including our own. Yet now 
ANC leaders are treated like heads of state all over the world. 

More importantly perhaps for labor unions, the backbone of the democratic 
movement in South Africa is organized labor. Unions there have won.labor 
law reform and economic battles despite apartheid, and they have been a 
source of pride to unions around the world. · 

·Mandela speaks softly, but carries a big stick: the organized working people 
of South Africa. For organized labor, it is a proud day to welcome Mandela 
to our union hall and our city. 


